DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
country. When the term of their asylum was up, and no solution
had been found, they suddenly disappeared one night, and are
now somewhere in Czechoslovakia, un-notified aliens. 'Am I a
policeman?' asked Julius Malychek of me, spreading his hands.
Then came the third group. This time the Czechoslovak
authorities — the local Police Commissioner, whose humanity
had been invoked to get the second group that temporary respite,
was about to lose his post and pension because of the disappearance
of the second group — refused to let them in. Julius Malychek
was bitter about this inhumanity.
This is the background of Julius Malychek's reflections about
the Jewish problem, which are the really important thing. After
he had described the£e events to me I saw on his table an illustrated
booklet about the progress made by the Jews in building a modern
Jewish settlement at Tel Aviv, in Palestine. I turned the leaves
over, admired the pictures of healthy and happy young Jews hard
at work building a brave new world, and asked him, 'What do you
think about that?'
At once he was all enthusiasm. cAh', he said, 'if only the men
who have the power to solve the problem would realize that this
is the only solution. We could settle from seven to eight million
Jews there, if a way could be found to placate the Arabs, satisfy
their grievances, open the land to us. There are at the outside
twenty million Jews in the world* — this is the figure he gave; I
think it an under-estimate — 'and the problem would exist no
longer. Those who wanted to stay in the countries where they
then were might be allowed to, on condition that they took its
citizenship and the full duties of citizens.
Their number would then be too small for the evil to rise again.
Such a.number would be assimilable* Those who felt the pull of
Jewish cohesion strong within them and preferred to become
avowed citizens of the Jewish National State, Judea, or whatever
you like to call it, could go there. The wealthy Jews of the world '
should be made to help in financing this.
'But the present position is impossible. The Jew is neither
assimilable, nor can he go anywhere that belongs to him. His
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